Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

Many people have yet to understand the magnitude and importance of the undertaking we have in our hands today.

Other people falsely blinded by present circumstances, others because they are historically oblivious, while others because they are in the bed with the enemy and they think their small and sorry life is so important do reject this.

If we look at history outside the mainstream, in what Ancient sites left for us speak openly, we see the Greatness of a spirit in Humanity that was very powerful, noble, and great. This spirit has not even been approached, let alone surpassed, today.

The jews and many others do happily laugh about it, boast that this is over. They play their palms against one another and smile over how none of these people don't exist anymore.

That's what they want you to think or assume. Spirituality reveals differently.

They proclaim that their religions are dead, and that their old rival races like the White people are going to go extinct. As the paranoid, scrawny villain, they shake and shout as they think their victims are done with. They believe they have successfully carried out their purpose, that of endarkening and destroying the mass consciousness of the planet.

However in 2012, what the jews have lied about, was again, their century old lie. That of a sudden salvation that would happen by a rabbinical thoughtform named "Jesus". So, life, faith and finances had again to be sacrificed for this salvation. In lying about astronomical dates to keep their old lie going, they covered the Truth.

What is important about this date, is that this was the reaching of the end of the Dark Ages in the cosmic earthy cycle. Hitler, the Divine Incarnate, believed by all Pagan Cultures in different titles, came and stopped the enemy exactly at the climax of their cause, preventing them from fulfilling their purpose of finally enslaving this "foreign" planet. It's not me saying this, it their "wise" tribal men.

Now, with the rise of the Age of Aquarius, our spiritual warfare, and our people who are again rediscovering the meditative and spiritual Truth, we stand a chance to overthrow these liars and deceivers who have desecrated humanity at large. We have given to everyone the means to meditation, the knowledge, and we are lighting the way ahead.
Few people will understand the undertaking at a massive scale. All of these who were early on this ship, we didn't exactly know where this ship was going. We believed in it. And walked, no matter what, forward.

Now, we are growing into a vast army, and we know where this is going. The people who have been with Satan for many lifetimes, and these spiritual souls who have inherited sparks from the Gods, will seek them again, and will fight for them.

This is crucial and necessary if Humanity is to ascend towards a more powerful Golden age than ever before. This is our work. The end of this epoch requires a lot of cleansing and destruction in the spiritual realm. And a lot of healing and uplifting. Humanity has been ravaged, and balance has been quite overthrown. Most people can feel this all the time as they are going about their lives, even many people who are willingly ignorant. The air of the times is blowing favorably. However, do not forget, everything can go BOTH ways. The enemy must be destroyed spiritually so that we do not experience the unfavorable circumstances that these dark alien minions want to materialize. Neither anyone should accept their leadership in any form. They bled the planet dry. Things have reached a critical point in our age now.

If the enlightened spiritual rulers were to rule, we would not have to experience all this misery as we did in the Age of Pisces. The Ancients had taken measures to prepare, such as their megalithic structures.

The age of stupid wars, complete removal of spirituality, the worst and deadliest jewish programs of Judaism, Islam and Christianity, deception as the rule, damnation of history, and flattening of historical sites, this era was so negative due to the alien invasion that took place.

It was supposed to be an era of compassion...

Only the jews received this false compassion. The alien predator that wanted to destroy us, rode on this compassion and became a slave leader. Rallying people to their mass death. People in reality stopped to show compassion even to one another. Mother would fight the son, and son the father, over disagreement and non-acceptance of a jewish rabbi named jesus christ.

Helping others became to be their slave, spirituality was replaced by pills, love became nothing but an artificial statement. Spirituality to emulate drinking blood of rabbis at Sunday. The jews as the rot of existence personified, tried to make this permanent and destroy everyone for pure malicious self "interest".

Anyway, remember, the tide can be used by any ship to fare. Ours or the enemy's. It's more on favor for us, as we are in alignment with the greater and benevolent forces of these times, and our Gods. But the enemy may try to hijack this.
We must fight them to the end and sink them completely. If you do not understand your bright part of this purpose, look deeper. In the seat of your Soul you will find where you really belong, and Satan's purposes. Which are anything but sinister, evil, or dark. Darkness is light turned inside out. The darkness will become the light when the element that causes seeing light as dark to be removed. The enemy.

Those who are spiritually guilty, they will fight us and they will fear us. For the simple reason we are what they have tried to desecrate and destroy, in order to flatten everything successfully. This can never be allowed to happen.

May we all be blessed to continue to fight for the Gods and Satan, and we shall be granted victory.

SIEG HEIL BROTHERS AND SISTERS!

HAIL SATAN!!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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